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Fugitive Slaves and Spaces of Freedom in North America
2020-09-08

this volume introduces a new way to study the experiences of runaway slaves by defining different
spaces of freedom they inhabited it also provides a groundbreaking continental view of fugitive slave
migration moving beyond the usual regional or national approaches to explore locations in canada the u
s north and south mexico and the caribbean using newspapers advertisements and new demographic
data contributors show how events like the revolutionary war and westward expansion shaped the slave
experience contributors investigate sites of formal freedom where slavery was abolished and refugees
were legally free to determine the extent to which fugitive slaves experienced freedom in places like
canada while still being subject to racism in sites of semiformal freedom as in the northern united states
fugitives claims to freedom were precarious because state abolition laws conflicted with federal fugitive
slave laws contributors show how local committees strategized to interfere with the work of slave
catchers to protect refugees sites of informal freedom were created within the slaveholding south where
runaways who felt relocating to distant destinations was too risky formed maroon communities or
attempted to blend in with free black populations these individuals procured false documents or changed
their names to avoid detection and pass as free the essays discuss slaves motivations for choosing these
destinations the social networks that supported their plans what it was like to settle in their new societies
and how slave flight impacted broader debates about slavery this volume redraws the map of escape and
emancipation during this period emphasizing the importance of place in defining the meaning and extent
of freedom contributors kyle ainsworth mekala audain gordon s barker sylviane a diouf roy e finkenbine
graham russell gao hodges jeffrey r kerr ritchie viola franziska müller james david nichols damian alan
pargas matthew pinsker a volume in the series southern dissent edited by stanley harrold and randall m
miller

After Finitude
2008-06-07

after finitude provides readings of the history of philosophy and sets out a critique of the unavowed
fideism at the heart of post kantian philosophy author quentin meillassoux introduces a philosophical
alternative to the forced choice between dogmatism and critique after finitude proposes a new alliance
between philosophy and science and calls for an unequivocal halt to the creeping return of religiosity in
contemporary philosophical discourse

Maya Christians and Their Churches in Sixteenth-Century
Belize
2020-03-17

it is widely held that christianity came to belize as an extension of the conquest of yucatan and that
adherence to christian belief and practice was abandoned in the absence of enduring spanish authority
an alternative view comes from the excavations of maya churches at tipu and lamanai which show that
the dead were buried in christian churchyards long after the churches themselves fell into disuse and pre
columbian ritual objects were cached in christian sacred spaces both during and after spanish occupation
excavations also reveal that the architectural style of these early churches is franciscan in inspiration but
nonetheless the product of continuing community efforts at construction and repair a conclusion difficult
to ignore is that the maya of tipu and lamanai considered themselves christians with or without spanish
presence viewing historical and archaeological data through the lens of her personal experience of roman
catholicism and informed by feminist approaches elizabeth graham assesses the concept of religion the
significance of doctrine the empowerment of the individual and the process of conversion by examining
the meanings attributed to ideas objects and images by the maya by iberian christians and by
archaeologists graham s provocative study also makes the case that the impact of christianity in belize
was a phenomenon that uniquely shaped the development of the modern nation a volume in the series
maya studies edited by diane z chase and arlen f chase

Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideas
2016-12-29

despite the most meager of formal educations lincoln had a tremendous intellectual curiosity that drove
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him into the circle of enlightenment philosophy and democratic political ideology and from these lincoln
developed a set of political convictions that guided him throughout his life and his presidency this
compilation of ten essays from lincoln scholar allen c guelzo uncovers the hidden sources of lincoln s
ideas and examines the beliefs that directed his career and brought an end to slavery and the civil war

Approaches to Monumental Landscapes of the Ancient Maya
2019-12-11

this volume brings together a wide spectrum of new approaches to ancient maya studies in an innovative
exploration of how the preclassic and classic maya shaped their world moving beyond the towering
temples and palaces typically associated with the maya civilization contributors present unconventional
examples of monumental maya landscapes featuring studies from across the central maya lowlands
belize and the northern and central maya highlands and spanning over 10 000 years of human
occupation in the region these chapters show how the word monumental can be used to describe natural
and constructed landscapes political and economic landscapes and ritual and sacred landscapes
examples include a massive system of aqueducts and canals at the kaminaljuyu site a vast arena
designed for public spectacle at chan chich and even the complex realms of maya cosmology as
represented by the ritual cave at las cuevas by including physical conceptual and symbolic ways
monumentality pervaded ancient maya culture this volume broadens traditional understandings of how
the maya interacted with their environment and provides exciting analytical perspectives to guide future
study a volume in the series maya studies edited by diane z chase and arlen f chase

Paediatric Handbook
2020-10-19

the royal children s hospital melbourne paediatric handbook is a trusted guide to managing common and
serious childhood illnesses and disorders this bestselling resource provides students and practitioners
across medical nursing and allied health fields with authoritative and up to date information on a
comprehensive range of paediatric topics enabling readers to make the appropriate decisions at the
point of care now in its tenth edition the handbook features clear illustrations and evidence based
diagnostic and management algorithms throughout covering resuscitation and medical emergencies
prescribing and therapeutics medicine surgery procedures and much more contains accessible
summaries of common and serious paediatric illnesses and disorders aligns with latest clinical practice
guidelines features numerous full colour photos illustrations diagrams and clinical images provides
practical guidance on professional ethics and communication in paediatric consultations includes updated
information on refugee health and trans and gender diverse health paediatric handbook is an invaluable
reference for medical practitioners nurses and allied health professionals as well as students and trainees

Confronting Decline
2016-09-22

koistinen puts the political back in political economy in this fascinating account of new england s
twentieth century industrial erosion first rate research and sound judgments make this study essential
reading philip scranton rutgers university camden well organized and clearly written confronting decline
looks at one community to understand a process that has become truly national david stebenne ohio
state university koistinen s important book makes clear that many industrial cities and regions began to
decline as early as the 1920s alan brinkley columbia university sheds new light on a complex system of
enterprise that sometimes blurs and occasionally overrides the distinctions of private and public as well
as those of locality state region and nation in so doing it extends and deepens the insights of previous
scholars of the american political economy robert m collins university of missouri the rise of the united
states to a position of global leadership and power rested initially on the outcome of the industrial
revolution yet as early as the 1920s important american industries were in decline in the places where
they had originally flourished the decline of traditional manufacturing deindustrialization has been one of
the most significant aspects of the restructuring of the american economy in this volume david koistinen
examines the demise of the textile industry in new england from the 1920s through the 1980s to better
understand the impact of industrial decline focusing on policy responses to deindustrialization at the
state regional and federal levels he offers an in depth look at the process of industrial decline over time
and shows how this pattern repeats itself throughout the country and the world
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Prizing Scottish Literature
2021-02-15

this cultural history of the saltire society literary awards demonstrates the significance the awards have
had within scottish literary and cultural life it is one piece of the wider cultural award puzzle and
illustrates how far from being parochial or niche lesser known awards whose histories may be yet untold
play their own role in the circulation of cultural value through the consecration of literary value the study
of the society s book of the year and first book of the year awards not only highlights how important
connections between literary awards and national culture and identity are within prize culture and how
literary awards and their founding institutions can be products of the socio political and cultural milieu in
which they form but this study also illustrates how existing literary award scholarship has only begun to
scratch the surface of the complexities of the phenomenon this book promotes a new approach to
considering literary prizes proposing that the concept of the literary awards hierarchy can contribute to
emerging and developing discourses pertaining to literary and indeed cultural prizes more broadly

The Sea Their Graves
2019-04-08

like other groups with dangerous occupations mariners have developed a close knit culture bound by loss
and memory death regularly disrupts the fabric of this culture and necessitates actions designed to mend
its social structure from the ritual of burying a body at sea to the creation of memorials to honor the
missing these events tell us a great deal about how sailors see their world based on a study of more than
2 100 gravestones and monuments in north america and the united kingdom erected between the
seventeenth and late twentieth centuries david stewart expands the use of nautical archaeology into
terrestrial environments he focuses on those who make their living at sea one of the world s oldest and
most dangerous occupations to examine their distinct folkloric traditions beliefs and customs regarding
death loss and remembrance

Manatee Insanity
2010-05-09

the quiet manatee has long been a flash point of frequent environmental debates it is florida s most
famous endangered species as well as its most controversial manatees appear on hundreds of license
plates attract hordes of tourists and expose the uneasy relationships between science and the law and
between freedom and responsibility like no other animal as passions have flared and resentments have
grown the battle over manatee protection has evolved into a war and no reporter has followed the story
more closely than craig pittman the first environmental writer to explore the complex history culture and
science of the controversies and concerns surrounding this remarkable creature with an abiding interest
in the uncertain fate of this unique species manatee insanity provides the first in depth history of the
attempts to provide legal protection for the manatee pittman follows florida s gentle giants through time
and space detailing interactions with a variety of human actors from jacques yves cousteau to jeb bush
to jimmy buffett from a popular children s book author to a federal lawman who dressed in a gorilla suit
for the ultimate undercover assignment

The Archaeology of Southeastern Native American Landscapes
of the Colonial Era
2019-11-04

honorable mention southern anthropological society james mooney award native american populations
both accommodated and resisted the encroachment of european powers in southeastern north america
from the arrival of spaniards in the sixteenth century to the first decades of the american republic tracing
changes to the region s natural cultural social and political environments charles cobb provides an
unprecedented survey of the landscape histories of indigenous groups across this critically important
area and time period cobb explores how native americans responded to the hardships of epidemic
diseases chronic warfare and enslavement some groups developed new modes of migration and travel to
escape conflict while others built new alliances to create safety in numbers cultural maps were redrawn
as native communities evolved into the groups known today as the cherokee choctaw creek chickasaw
catawba and seminole peoples cobb connects the formation of these coalitions to events in the wider
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atlantic world including the rise of plantation slavery the growth of the deerskin trade the birth of the
consumer revolution and the emergence of capitalism using archaeological data historical documents
and ethnohistorical accounts cobb argues that native inhabitants of the southeast successfully navigated
the challenges of this era reevaluating long standing assumptions that their cultures collapsed under the
impact of colonialism a volume in the series the american experience in archaeological perspective
edited by michael s nassaney

The Mortal Instruments Companion
2013-06-18

the mortal instruments companion a must read guide to the wildly popular mortal instruments series is a
terrific gift for the millions of fans both young and old especially with the sony pictures film version of city
of bones the first book in the series hitting theaters in august 2013 written by the new york times
bestselling author of the twilight companion and the hunger games companion the book takes fans
deeper into the world of the shadowhunters created by cassandra clare a gritty urban fantasy world full
of demon hunters into which clary fray a brooklynite previously unaware of the magical world is suddenly
and inexplicably pulled the mortal instruments companion includes fascinating background facts about
the action in all seven books a revealing biography of the author and amazing insights into the series
major themes and features from the nature of evil and the downworlders to the power of the sight to the
mortal instruments themselves it s everything fans have been hungering for since the very first book this
book is not authorized by cassandra clare margaret k mcelderry books or anyone involved in the city of
bones movie

Death in Witer
2016-12-12

it s only four days to christmas and with snow deep on the ground festive cheer abounds in the villages
and small towns of rural lancashire inspector steve carmichael is relishing the thought of a long break at
home with his family not even the impending arrival of the cantankerous aunty audrey can dampen his
mood however when a respectable woman mysteriously vanishes after boarding a train home carmichael
s hopes of a peaceful christmas are well and truly scuppered what has happened to hayley bell as
carmichael s team start to pick their way through the conundrum and delve deeper into the lives of
hayley her eccentric husband and her so called friends it s clear that all is not what it seems in this the
sixth in his series of skilfully crafted detective novels featuring di steve carmichael the author again
demonstrates his mastery of the genre with an array of captivating characters and a dexterous plot ian
mcfadyen once more keeps his readers turning the pages and has them guessing right up to the bitter
end

42 Rules to Increase Sales Effectiveness
2012-12-26

if you are a professional salesperson sales manager or director vp of sales ceo any role in marketing or
anyone supporting selling efforts this book is for you it will teach you updated tools language and tactics
of selling in today s market michael griego a professional sales consultant and trainer to fortune 500
firms and leading silicon valley technology firms has reduced the keys to sales effectiveness to 42 rules
these rules have been road tested over 28 years of personal sales and management experience and
close observation of many salespeople and sales organizations these rules apply to all selling efforts from
high tech enterprise sales to non technology sales sales isn t rocket science but it s not abc simple either
while selling is often either over engineered or over simplified today even the professionals are caught
off guard in a changing world and marketplace old school is out new school is in but with a twist there are
key sales fundamentals that never go out of style but still need a refresh this book 42 rules to increase
sales effectiveness 2nd edition upgrades and adjusts foundational rules for today s business environment
to increase the overall sales effectiveness of individuals or teams in 42 rules to increase sales
effectiveness 2nd edition you will learn the effective sales perspective the effective sales process the
effective salesperson effective territory management effective sales communication the effective sales
meeting effective sales closing this book will challenge standard conventions while reinforcing best
practices that have gotten lost in the recent advancement of new technologies and modern tools it s a
great read for any professional to confirm that their own salesmanship is still on target and appropriately
current use this as your own handbook to reset on key best practices for the new day or teach a new
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generation 42 nuggets and practical applications of this fascinating activity called sales

Terry Pratchett
2012-06-04

the extraordinary life story of one of the most beloved writers in the world including his courageous
battle with alzheimers with worldwide sales of more than 65 million copies in 37 languages terry
pratchett s novels are eagerly awaited by his legions of fans year after year featuring an in depth look at
the man and his work as well as on screen adaptations and a collector s guide this is essential reading for
any fan his first discworld novel the colour of magic was released in 1983 and ever since then the series
with its whimsical heroes and fiendish foes has delighted both young and old alike in 2007 pratchett
announced that he had been diagnosed with alzheimer s disease he has courageously faced the disease
head on equaling the determination of his characters in his vivid and satirical novels this book examines
his extraordinary life showcased against the backdrop of more than 40 years of irreverent artistic
achievements for devoted fans it features appendices of more than 60 pages listing pratchett s works on
screen and at the theatre a complete uk bibliography and collector s guide and a note about cats

The Odd, the Unusual, and the Strange
2019-12-03

abnormal burial practices have long been a source of fascination and debate within the fields of mortuary
archaeology and bioarchaeology the odd the unusual and the strange investigates an unparalleled
geographic and temporal range of burials that differ from the usual customs of their broader societies
emphasizing the importance of a holistic context driven approach to these intriguing cases from an
andean burial dating to 3500 bc to mummified bodies interred in the capuchin catacombs of palermo
sicily during the twentieth century the studies in this volume cross the globe and span millennia the
unusual cases explored here include native american cemeteries in illinois vampire burials in medieval
poland and a mass grave of decapitated soldiers in ancient china moving away from the simplistic
assumption that these burials represent people who were considered deviant in society contributors
demonstrate the importance of an integrated biocultural approach in determining why an individual was
buried in an unusual way drawing on historical sociocultural archaeological and biological data this
volume critically evaluates the binary of typical versus atypical burials it expands our understanding of
the continuum of variation within mortuary practices helping researchers better interpret burial evidence
to learn about the people and cultures of the past a volume in the series bioarchaeological
interpretations of the human past local regional and global perspectives edited by clark spencer larsen

Children and Childhood in Bioarchaeology
2018-05-01

as researchers become increasingly interested in studying the lives of children in antiquity this volume
argues for the importance of a collaborative biocultural approach contributors draw on fields including
skeletal biology and physiology archaeology sociocultural anthropology pediatrics and psychology to
show that a diversity of research methods is the best way to illuminate the complexities of childhood
contributors and case studies span the globe with locations including egypt turkey italy england japan
peru bolivia canada and the united states time periods range from the neolithic to the industrial
revolution leading experts in the bioarchaeology of childhood investigate breastfeeding and weaning
trends of the past 10 000 years mortuary data from child burials skeletal trauma and stress events bone
size shape and growth plasticity and dietary histories emphasizing a life course approach and
developmental perspective this volume s interdisciplinary nature marks a paradigm shift in the way
children of the past are studied it points the way forward to a better understanding of childhood as a
dynamic lived experience both physically and socially a volume in the series bioarchaeological
interpretations of the human past local regional and global perspectives edited by clark spencer larsen
contributors sabrina c agarwal patrick beauchesne tina moffat tracy prowse dan temple marla toyne
haagen d klaus siân halcrow raelene inglis rebecca gowland sophie l newman jessica pearson james h
gosman david a raichlen tim ryan tosha l dupras lana j williams sandra m wheeler carl henrik langebaek
rueda melanie j miller
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Engineering Security
2020-05-05

thorough examination of the antebellum fortifications that formed the backbone of u s military defense
during the national period the system of coastal defenses built by the federal government after the war
of 1812 was more than a series of forts standing guard over a watery frontier it was an integrated and
comprehensive plan of national defense developed by the us army corps of engineers and it represented
the nation s first peacetime defense policy known as the third system since it replaced two earlier
attempts it included coastal fortifications but also denoted the values of the society that created it the
governing defense policy was one that combined permanent fortifications to defend seaports a national
militia system and a small regular army the third system remained the defense paradigm in the united
states from 1816 to 1861 when the onset of the civil war changed the standard in addition to providing
the country with military security the system also provided the context for the ongoing discussion in
congress over national defense through annual congressional debates on military funding

A Journey into Florida Railroad History
2012-03-25

it is safe to say that without railroads florida wouldn t be what it is today railroads connected the state s
important cities and towns conquered the peninsula s vast and seemingly impenetrable interior ushered
in untold numbers of settlers and tourists and conveyed to market faster than any previous means of
transportation the myriad products of florida s mines forests factories farms and groves gregg turner
traces the long slow development of florida railroads from the first tentative lines in the 1830s through
the boom of the 1880s to the maturity of the railroad system in the 1920s at the end of that decade
nearly 6 000 miles of labyrinthine track covered the state turner also examines the decline of the
industry as the automobile rose to prominence in american culture and lines were abandoned or sold for
hiking trails and green spaces meticulously researched and richly illustrated including many never before
published images a journey into florida railroad history is a comprehensive authoritative history of the
subject written by one of the nation s foremost authorities on florida railroads it explores all the key
players and companies and every significant period of development this engaging and lively story will be
savored and enjoyed by generations to come

J.K. Rowling: A Bibliography 1997-2013
2015-02-26

as someone who respects comprehensive research i am in awe of the level of detail and amount of time
philip errington has dedicated to this slavishly thorough and somewhat mind boggling bibliography j k
rowling this is the definitive bibliography of the writings of j k rowling in addition to complete
bibliographic details of each edition of all her books pamphlets and original contributions to published
works there is detailed information on the publishing history of her work including fascinating extracts
from correspondence and information on rowling at auction this will be the first source on rowling
consulted by textual scholars book dealers and collectors auction houses critics and researchers the aim
of the book is to record fact and dispel rumour on the fascinating publishing history of the harry potter
series

Britain�s Man on the Spot in Iraq and Afghanistan
2023-10-19

the newly discovered papers and colourfully written letters of anglo irish sir henry dobbs which form the
backbone of this book reveal his importance in the development of the modern middle east an influential
civil servant and britain s longest serving high commissioner in iraq at a time when the british empire
was facing increasing challenges to its once dominant position he describes the difficulties of governing
first in india then in the formerly ottoman mesopotamia during ww1 here dobbs had to devise
administrative systems while often at odds with his superior sir percy cox in the discussions that followed
the third afghan war dobbs manoeuvred between the different views in london and delhi with great
dexterity to negotiate alone with the amir of afghanistan the enduring 1921 anglo afghan treaty having
accepted from the league of nations the responsibility for taking the newly created iraq to sustainable
independence in the aftermath of ww1 the cash strapped british government came under great domestic
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pressure to abandon it key to british support continuing was iraqi acceptance of the controversial 1922
treaty with britain this dobbs achieved by disregarding the unhelpful approach recommended by london
and risking his career he pressed on with his own wholly unauthorised tactics in other initiatives dobbs
ensured that mosul province remained within iraq dobbs consistently pressed for iraq s early
independence granted in 1932 the first territory in the former ottoman empire to gain it an early
advocate of self determination dobbs was frequently at odds with the more traditional imperial approach
of his superiors he always endeavoured to balance the aspirations and needs of overseas communities
for whom he was responsible with the interests of britain which he represented

Fat of the Land
2011-03-01

foraging is not just a throwback to our hunter gatherer past it s a way to reconnect with the landscape
and langdon cook is not just your typical grocery cart toting dad for him gourmet delicacies abound free
for the taking if we just open our eyes as a result he finds himself free diving in icy puget sound in hopes
of spearing a snaggletooth lingcod armed with nothing more than a hawaiian sling he tempts fate by
eating mushrooms that may or may not be poisonous he strings up a fly rod to chase after sea run trout
he even pulls on the gardening gloves to collect stinging nettles in wry detailed prose he traces his
journey from wrangler of pre packaged calories to connoisseur of coveted wild edibles structured around
the seasons of the year each chapter focuses on a specific food type and concludes with a recipe
featuring the author s hard won bounty a savory stop to each adventure filled morsel

Same Same but Different
2022-11-28

have you ever wondered if there is more than meets the eye to mental illness than what the medical
establishment offers have you ever wondered if maybe those voices could be real have you had strange
phenomena happening to you making you wonder if you were crazy the world is experiencing the biggest
global shift ever known to mankind spiritual awakenings and psychic phenomena are becoming more
common than ever before the next step in our spiritual evolution is understanding the nature of the soul
chances are you or someone close to you has been touched by mental health issues whether you ve
been diagnosed or not or have had great times of darkness and despair maybe you want to live a life of
purpose and freedom and just can t get there perhaps you ve felt crazy because you ve had unusual
experiences in your life apparently unexplainable ones perhaps you have gut feelings strange
occurrences and a pull to learn more about spiritual and esoteric subjects without knowing why perhaps
you want to learn how to raise and use your intuition or what your purpose is here on this planet within
these pages marie shares stories of her personal journey and channelled information and activations
from spiritual and galactic guides she has grown to know and love readers are offered an experience of
solace self understanding and a deep integral shift especially to those who have ever felt different to
everybody else the 12 keys chapters in this book offer an empathic way out of the mainstream medical
views to a soul approach also including a shamanic perspective each key has its own teaching and are
designed to provide a deep intrapsychic activation and healing following over 15 years of research and
experience marie brings a light hearted down to earth and humorous multidimensional framework to how
we view sanity

Means to an End
2011-11-11

the international criminal court remains a sensitive issue in u s foreign policy circles it was agreed to at
the tail end of the clinton administration but with serious reservations in 2002 the bush administration
ceremoniously reversed course and unsigned the rome statute that had established the court but recent
developments in washington and elsewhere indicate that the united states may be moving toward de
facto acceptance of the court and active cooperation in its mission in means to an end lee feinstein and
tod lindberg reassess the relationship of the united states and the icc as well as american policy toward
international justice more broadly praise for the hardcover edition of means to an end books of this sort
are all too rare two experienced policy intellectuals one liberal one conservative have come together to
find common ground on a controversial foreign policy issue the book is short but it goes a long way
toward clearing the ideological air foreign affairs a well researched and timely contribution to the debate
over america s proper relationship to the international criminal court rigorous in its arguments and
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humane in its conclusions the volume is an indispensable guide for scholars and policymakers alike
madeleine k albright former u s secretary of state two of our nation s leading authorities on preventing
atrocities have joined to make a convincing argument that closer cooperation with the international
criminal court will help promote human rights and the values on which america was founded angelina
jolie co chair jolie pitt foundation

Uncollecting Cheever
2009-12-01

the story of how little academy chicago publishers co owned by the author and her husband jordan miller
tried to publish the late john cheever s uncollected short stories and was blocked from doing so by
cheever s family is now a familiar part of publishing lore and law

Life and Death on the Greenland Patrol, 1942
2005-12-01

one of the untold stories of world war ii is the guarding of greenland and its coastal waters where the first
u s capture of an enemy ship took place for six months in 1942 and against standing orders of the time
thaddeus nowakowski now novak kept a personal diary of his service on patrol in the north atlantic
supplemented by photos from his last surviving shipmates novak s diary fills a void in the story of
american sailors at war in the north atlantic it is the only known diary of an enlisted coast guard sailor to
emerge from wwii

The Bible and the Pursuit of Happiness
2012-11-15

scholars of the social sciences have devoted more and more attention of late to the concept of human
happiness mainly from sociological and psychological perspectives this volume which includes essays
from scholars of the new testament the old testament systematic theology practical theology and
counseling psychology poses a new and exciting question what is happiness according to the bible
informed by developments in positive psychology the bible and the pursuit of happiness explores
representations of happiness throughout the bible and demonstrates the ways in which these
representations affect both religious and secular understandings of happiness in addition to the twelve
essays the book contains a framing introduction and epilogue as well as an appendix of all the terms
used in reference to happiness in the bible the resulting volume the first of its kind is a highly useful and
remarkably comprehensive resource for the study of happiness in the bible and beyond

To Kiss a Count (Mills & Boon Historical)
2009-11-01

her dashing nobleman leaving exotic sicily behind and with it her heart thalia chase returns to england to
visit her sister and to try and forget the enigmatic italian count di fabrizzi she s shocked to suddenly see
him in bath and in the company of a suspected thief

Top-Notch Doc, Outback Bride (Mills & Boon Medical)
2009-04-01

the doctor s outback proposal when gp kellie thorne arrives in the outback she s prepared for the sun s
heat but not for her sizzling attraction to brooding new colleague matt mcnaught matt knows people
think he s arrogant but that s the way he likes it his work comes first

Directories in Print
2011

this book is designed for upper division undergraduate and graduate level archaeology students taking
courses in ancient technologies archaeological craft production material culture the history of technology
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archaeometry and field methods this text can also serve as a general introduction and a reference for
archaeologists material culture specialists in socio cultural disciplines and engineers scientists interested
in the backgrounds and histories of their disciplines the study of ancient technologies that is the ways in
which objects and materials were made and used can reveal insights into economic social political and
ritual realms of the past this book summarizes the current state of ancient technology studies by
emphasizing methodologies some major technologies and the questions and issues that drive
archaeologists in their consideration of these technologies it shows the ways that technology studies can
be used by archaeologists working anywhere on any type of society and it embraces an orientation
toward the practical not the philosophical it compares the range of pre industrial technologies from stone
tool production fiber crafts wood and bone working fired clay crafts metal production and glass
manufacture it includes socially contextualized case studies as well as general descriptions of
technological processes it discusses essential terminology technology material culture chaine operatoire
etc primarily from the perspective of how these terms are used by archaeologists

Archaeological Approaches to Technology
2017-03-02

the 1 new york times bestselling series that inspired the hit tv show the vampire diaries a deadly love
triangle elena gilbert is a high school golden girl used to getting what she wants and who she wants but
when the boy she s set her sights on the handsome and haunted stefan isn t interested she s confused
she could never know the real reason stefan is struggling to resist her stefan is a vampire and elena s in
danger just by being around him what s more stefan s dark dangerous vampire brother damon has just
arrived in town and wherever damon goes trouble always follows perfect for fans of midnight sun the
beautiful and crave this first book in the new york times bestselling vampire diaries series by l j smith will
introduce new readers to the heart stopping suspense fierce romances and jaw dropping surprises that
captured millions of fans and inspired the hit tv show

The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening
2010-10-26

head cases takes us into the dark side of the brain in an astonishing sequence of stories at once true and
strange from the world of brain damage michael paul mason is one of an elite group of experts who
coordinate care in the complicated aftermath of tragic injuries that can last a lifetime on the road with
mason we encounter survivors of brain injuries as they struggle to map and make sense of the new
worlds they inhabit underlying each of these survivors stories is an exploration of the brain and its
mysteries when injured the brain must figure out how to heal itself reorganizing its physiology in order to
do the job mason gives us a series of vivid glimpses into brain science the last frontier of medicine and
we come away in awe of the miracles of the brain s workings and astonished at the fragility of the brain
and the sense of self life and order that resides there head cases achieves through sympathy and
curiosity insight like that which pulses through genuine literature the new york sun it is at once
illuminating and deeply affecting

Head Cases
2008-04-01

an introduction to the fascinating world of joyce s manuscripts this book shows how the creative process
of modernist writer james joyce can be reconstructed from his manuscripts daniel ferrer offers a practical
demonstration of the theory of genetic criticism the study of the manuscript and textual development of
a literary text using a concrete approach focused on the materiality of joyce s writing process ferrer
demonstrates how to recover the process of invention and its internal dynamics using specific detailed
examples ferrer analyzes the part played by chance in joyce s creative process the spatial dimension of
writing the genesis of the sirens episode and the transition from ulysses to finnegans wake the book
includes a study of joyce s mysterious finnegans wake notebooks examining their strange form of
intertextuality in light of joyce s earlier forms of note taking moving beyond the single author perspective
ferrer contrasts joyce s notes alluding to virginia woolf s criticism of ulysses with woolf s own notes on
the novel s first episodes throughout this book ferrer describes the logic of the creative process as seen
in the record left by joyce in notebooks drafts typescripts proofs correspondence early printed versions
and other available documents each change detected reveals a movement from one state to another a
new direction challenging readers to understand the reasons for each movement and to appreciate the
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wealth of information to be found in joyce s manuscripts a volume in the florida james joyce series edited
by sam slote

Genetic Joyce
2023-05-30

many aspiring game designers have crippling misconceptions about the process involved in creating a
game from scratch believing a big idea is all that is needed to get started but game design requires
action as well as thought and proper training and practice to do so skillfully in this indispensible guide a
published commercial game designer and longtime teacher offers practical instruction in the art of video
and tabletop game design the topics explored include the varying types of games vital preliminaries of
making a game the nuts and bolts of devising a game creating a prototype testing designing levels
technical aspects and assessing nature of the audience with practice challenges a list of resources for
further exploration and a glossary of industry terms this manual is essential for the nascent game
designer and offers food for thought for even the most experienced professional

Game Design
2012-08-08

pharsalia a plantation located in piedmont virginia at the foot of the blue ridge mountains is one of the
best documented sites of its kind drawing on the exceptionally rich trove of papers left behind by the
massie family pharsalia s owners this case study demonstrates how white southern planters
paradoxically relied on capitalistic methods even as they pursued an ideal of agrarian independence lynn
a nelson also shows how the contradictions between these ends and means would later manifest
themselves in the southern conservation movement nelson follows the fortunes of pharsalia s owners
telling how virginia s traditional extensive agriculture contributed to the soil s erosion and exhaustion
subsequent attempts to balance independence and sustainability through a complex system of crop
rotation and resource recycling ultimately gave way to an intensive slave based form of agricultural
capitalism pharsalia could not support the massies aristocratic ambitions and it was eventually parceled
up and sold off by family members the farm s story embodies several fundamentals of modern u s
environmental thought southerners nineteenth century quest for financial and ecological independence
provided the background for conservationists attempts to save family farming at the same time farmers
failure to achieve independence while maximizing profits and crop yields drove them to seek government
aid and regulation these became some of the hallmarks of conservation efforts in the new deal and
beyond

Pharsalia
2010-01-25

this study is the first to show how state courts enabled the mass expulsion of native americans from their
southern homelands in the 1830s our understanding of that infamous period argues tim alan garrison is
too often molded around the towering personalities of the indian removal debate including president
andrew jackson cherokee leader john ross and united states supreme court justice john marshall this
common view minimizes the impact on indian sovereignty of some little known legal cases at the state
level because the federal government upheld native american self dominion southerners bent on
expropriating indian land sought a legal toehold through state supreme court decisions as garrison
discusses georgia v tassels 1830 caldwell v alabama 1831 tennessee v forman 1835 and other cases he
shows how proremoval partisans exploited regional sympathies by casting removal as a states rights
rather than a moral issue they won the wide support of a land hungry southern populace the disastrous
consequences to cherokees creeks choctaws chickasaws and seminoles are still unfolding important in its
own right jurisprudence on indian matters in the antebellum south also complements the legal corpus on
slavery readers will gain a broader perspective on the racial views of the southern legal elite and on the
logical inconsistencies of southern law and politics in the conceptual period of the anti indian and
proslavery ideologies

The Legal Ideology of Removal
2002-12-01
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want to save thousands without feeling like you re cutting corners find the hidden dollars in your daily
routines live happily on a smaller budget with tips tricks and ideas that range from long term savings to
instant cash in your pocket 397 ways to save money makes living within a budget easy and even fun
written by an average canadian whose frugal ways have saved her thousands this accessible guide offers
saving savvy that you don t need to be a financial planner to understand by looking in every corner of
every room in your house from the kitchen to the closet and by considering the needs of every member
of your family from your toddler to your dog 397 ways to save money will help you find thousands of
dollars in savings without changing your lifestyle

Elements of Theatre at Work
2014-05-12

this volume examines the political morality of the criminal law exploring general principles and theories
of criminalisation chapters provide accounts of the criminal law in the light of ambitious theories about
moral and political philosophy republicanism and contractarianism or reflect upon on the success of
important theories of criminalisation by viewing them in a novel light

397 Ways To Save Money
2011-02-15

Criminalization
2014
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